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Life After VLS
By Mary Porter

John Cardinal Krol delivers a sermon at the annual Red Mass.

Cardinal Celebrates Red Mass
By Katie Tana

The law school's annual Red Mass was
held on Friday, September 30,1983, in the
chapel of Saint Mary's Hall. The Red Mass
is a tradition spanning centuries in the
legal fraternity. It is offered in the hopes of
invoking divine blessing upon all those
who study, teach, and practice in the legal
profession.
In attendance at this year's Mass were a
number of graduates, faculty and students
from the law school. The main celebrant
and homilist for the Mass was His Emi
nence John Cardinal Krol, Archbishop of
Philadelphia. He was assisted by a number
versity, most notamy the Reverend johnM.
Driscoll, President of Villanova University.
Cardinal Krol gave the homily at the
Mass, addressing the topic of peace as the
work of justice. His Eminence character
ized peace as a desire deeply rooted in the
history of mankind. He went on to term
modern society as a "paradoxical situa
tion". The Cardinal spoke of the increase in
the stockpiling of nuclear weapons and the
"paralyzing fear of war" and the "uncondi
tional emotional pacificism" which this si
tuation elicits in direct conflict with
mankind's growing desire for peace. His

Eminence described justice as "God's blue
print for peace", and went on to add that,
"This applies especially to jurists, who by
training and by their profession made a
commitment to be promoters of justice".
The Cardinal described both the secu
lar and biblical concepts of justice.
He stated that only the biblical rendition,
with its inherent command of love of neigh
bor, truly served the interests of peace and
justice. Cardinal Krolexhorted members of
the legal profession to follow this path of
justice, saying, "As jurists, you should ap
preciate that love without law is power
without direction, and law without love is
Huichiusiy-jwUhfeul aipLiorM
out the oil of the spirit of God's.truth there
is neither power nor motion."
The Red Mass was followed by a cocktail
reception in the law school's student
lounge to which all those attending the
Mass were invited. This in turn was fol
lowed by a dinner in the law school cafete
ria, attended principally by faculty and
alumni. Though the turnout at all events of
the evening was reported as very good, it is
hoped that better future publication of the
event will increase student attendance.
Editor's Note: The Cardinal's sermon ap
pears in its entirety on page 7.

Trumka: Acid Tested
by Michael T. McGrath
"Our top scientists still do not agree
about the causes of the problem: therefore,
we cannot permit the permanent elimina
tion of a quarter of a million jobs to serve as
a means of "solving" the problem." The
problem was acid rain, and the speaker was
Villanova Law School's own Richard
Trumka 74, the president of the United
Mine Workers of America.
Trumka visited Villanova to serve as a
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guest speaker in a debate sponsored Oc
tober 26 by the Villanova Political Union in
the Villanova Room of the Connelly Center.
Despite his duties as UMWA president,
Trumka has managed to make several vis
its to Villanova during the past year. He
judged the finals of the Client Counseling
Competition last spring, and also served as
a judge in the recently concluded initial
rounds of the 1983-1984 Reimel. Competi
tion.
The debate topic was the following reso
lution: "This House should not pass acid
rain legislation that results in the unem
ployment of mine workers." Currently, leg
islation has been proposed in the U.S.
House of Representatives that would cut
back production of coal in the U.S. by 12
million tons per year. Coal burning produ
ces sulphur dioxide (SO^), an ingredient of
acid rain.
The structured format of the debate in
cluded an opening statement by Trumka
that was open to occasional interruption
for questions by the members of the three
parties that make up the Villanova Political
Union: the conservatives, the liberals, and
the moderates.
In his opening statement, Trumka em
phasized that the exact causes of acid rain
are still unknown. He listed several other
possible sources of the problem. These in
cluded paper mills, automobiles (which pro
duce carbon monoxide, another ingredient
of acid rain), fertilizers, decaying plants,
lightning (which produces nitric acid,
another ingredient), volcanoes, and glaci
ers (pointing out that the acidic level in
glaciers ten million years ago was much

The Placement Office has released its
October 1983 "Preliminary report on the
class of 1983" to the VLS Board of Consultors. The report discloses employment
rates for the past three graduating classes
measured during the October following
their graduation from VLS. Rates of em
ployment have increased from 50% in 1981
to 72% in 1982 and 82% in 1983. The percen
tage of the class entering private practice
has decreased about 10% since 1981. Judi
cial clerkships have fluctuated from 10 to
20% during the three year span. Corporate
legal employment has increased steadily
from 7% in 1981 to 14% in 1983. Employ
ment in the accounting category sprung
from nothing in 1981-82 to
Of the 192 members of the class of 1983,
180 reported their employment status to
the Placement Office. Of the group report
ing, 13% are unemployed. Eight percent are
in private practice, 21% are in corporate
legal departments, 17% are in govern
ment positions, 20% have judicial clerk
ships, 1% are in legal services, 3% are in
military services and then there's the 4.5%

who are in accounting.
A small percent (1%) are continuing their
education. Seventeen percent are seeking
employment in law.
Of those in private practice, most (56%)
are employed by small or medium sized
firms and 38% are employed by large (50 or
more member) firms.
Where did the Class of 1983 go?
One went to Texas and one went to Con
necticut. Two went to California. Most
stayed in Pennsylvania (78%). The second
most popular state for VLS graduates was
New Jersey, followed by New York, Del
aware, and Washington, D.C.
How much is the Class of 1983 worth at
the starting gate?
Those in private practice had annual
starting salaries ranging from $14,000 to
$48,500. Ranges were tighter in other types
of legal employment. Corporate positions
offered from $17,000 to $35,000; thegovern
ment offered from $13,500 to $26,(>50; and
judicial clerkships (last and unfortunately
least) coughed up from $13,000 to $26,000
annually.

UMWA President and VLS graduate Richard Trumka converses with Pro
fessor John Cannon, Trumka's mentor while a VLS student.
higher than it is now). Trumka also argued
that some scientists have said that there is
no guarantee that we can control acid rain
at all.
Trumka sharply opposes any legislation
to cut coal production back because of the
obvious costs of unemployment to coal min
ers and their families and the possibility
that the only benefits from such a move are
illusory. Under the proposed cutbacks,
Trumka estimated that 60,000 of the
130,000 coal miners in the United States
would lose their jobs. In addition, 180,000
jobs in trucking and rail freight industries
that support the coal industry would also
be permanently eliminated.
According to Trumka, "This loss of
employment logically leads to the collapse
of state economics in coal producing states
when the national unemployment figure is
already 10%. There would also be strain on
the family units, and further difficulties
because these workers cannot easily mi
grate to new industries in other states as
they could forty years ago."
Trumka also touched on other resultant
problems that would affect everyone. Coal
production in the U.S. is set up on a region
alized basis, so that if one area suffers an
interruption, other regions can easily fill
the void. "Everyone benefits from the
power produced by coal," noted Trumka.
"Additionally, low sulphur coal has been
one of the United States' major exports to
Japan. If production is severly curtailed,
the market price will be driven up and we'll
Jose the export." Trumka warned that if
production is cut, the" resources could be
permanently lost because of the prohibitive

cost of salvaging the neglected mines.
Speeches from the chairpersons of each
party followed. The Conservative Party
chairman favored the resolution, primarily
because he believed that Congress should
not force the coal industry to bear singlehandedly the burden for a problem which
has several other apparent causes.
The Liberal Party chairman also sup
ported the resolution, citing that the solu
tion was a "quick-fix" measure favored by
the Reagan Administration in their desire
to cool down acid rain as a political issue.
The chairwoman of the Moderates op
posed the resolution, stating that the role
of coal in contributing to acid rain could not
be ignored. She added that she supported
the legislation only if federal aid was att
ached to defray the costs to local communi
ties.
Impromptu speeches from the Conserva
tive and Liberal Parties followed, each tak
ing differing views from those of their
respective chairmen. The Conservative
member claimed that no single group
created as much of the problem as the coal
industry. He also asserted that 250,000 was
not a significant enough number of jobs to
block the legislation.
The Liberal member characterized the
issue as one of "dollars vs. lives," and said
that the health and well being of 4.4 billion
people on this planet were more important
than 250,000 jobs. His further assertion
that acid rain caused cancer drew a hot
retort from Trumka, who offered to buy the
claimant dinner if he could back up this
assertion with any studies or documenta(Continued on page 2)
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The EDITORIAL
Dying for Justice?
"If you want peace, work for justice." So advised Pope Paul VI to
those who lamented over national and international violence. At the
annual Red Mass in St. Mary's Chapel, John Cardinal Krol echoed the
late Pontiff's advice. Now, six weeks later, well over 300 American,
French, Grenadian and Cuban soldiers have become war's latest vic
tims. Yet, the families of most of these men, and certainly their govern
ments, believe that their sons and soldiers died in the pursuit of justice.
And so, the papal counsel is twisted into a tragic anomaly: To work for
justice, one must sometimes violently break the peace.
No matter whose definition of justice is employed, waging war is
the ultimate exercise of temporal power. Preceding and accompanying
the use of such powers should be the reasoned conviction that the
taking and sacrificing of lives is the only course available to protect the
lives of others; and that such a course will be successful.
To what extent was the invasion of Grenada necessary to protect
American lives and to what extent was it motivated by "global stra
tegy?" In an age of nuclear weapons, does winning the game of global
strategics actually result in the protection of lives? And, is it really
possible for outside forces to keep the p^ace in Lebanon?
Answers to these and similar questions should be constantly re
considered in the days to come as the threat of world war becomes
greater and, in any event, as young men continue to lose their lives
pursuing "justice."
— JW

Placement Report:Sobering
The Placement Office reported that Fall 1983 on-campus interviews
opened 619 interview slots for 2L students. A total of 123 2L students
have been interviewed. Of the 618 slots open, 217 of them have gone to
the students on law review. There were 461 slots for 3L students, 131 of
which went to students on law review. A total of 100 3L students have
been interviewed.
From these figures, it would appear that many students who are not
law review members have had the opportunity to interview through
the Placement Office scheduling system. It would be interesting, how
ever, to see how many interview slots went to the top 20-25% of the
second and third year classes, and conversely, how many students in
the remainder of the classes were unable to schedule even one oncampus interview.
The picture is not so bleak when it is realized that 82% of the 1983
class are now employed in the legal profession. There are jobs for those
who look for them. But, under the current system for on-campus
interviewing, it is unlikely that the Placement Office will be able to
provide many employment contacts for most students. Staff and space
constraints prevent the Placement Office from offering other employ
ment services to the students. With support from the faculty and the
incoming Dean, the situation could change for the better — let's hope it
does not become worse. In the meantime, keep mailing those letters and
resumes: you are on your own.
_ M p,
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James Watkins

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:

Why did our marines die in Lebanon?
The simple answer would be that security
was not as good as it should have been and
homicidal nuts in Beirut have access to
heavy explosives. Not to discount the influ
ence of homicidal nuts, but that answer
misses the point. No amount of security
could be sufficient in Beirut given the de
termination shown in a kamikaze attack. If
a bomb-laden truck could not work, other
methods would be found. Therefore, we
must look to the motivation behind the at
tack to understand what really happened.
Lebanon is a small, ethnically hetero
geneous nation in which tribalism deter
mines all relationships. Unlike
Philadelphia, where the various ethnic
groups mainly compete for good ballot posi
tions in city council elections, Lebanon has
groups which compete for political power
by trying to kill as many members of oppos
ing groups as possible. This is not a recent
phenomenon. A hundred years ago, Druze
and Christians (and smaller groups) mur
dered each other in the Shouf mountains
outside Beirut.
As the killing went on year after bloody
year, each faction collected its own foreign
advisors and arms suppliers. After a 30year hiatus produced by French colonial
ism and overwhelming Christian
dominance (guess which , faction the
French aided before leaving?), open warfare
broke out in 1975 as what was left of the
government and army collapsed. Foreign
ers intervened more openly and fought
proxy wars in Lebanon.This just increased
the bloodshed. As conditions grew worse,
foreign intervention grew even more open.
First Palestinians, then Syrians, then Is
raelis occupied large slices of Lebanese ter
ritory as part of their fight against each
other, Lebanon, caught in its own difficul
ties, could not do anything to stop them.
The United States, along with Britain,
France, and Italy, then sent marines into
this witches' brew (Double, double, toil and
trouble). The marines were intended to be
peacekeepers. Pursuant to that mission,
they only fired when fired upon and other
wise stayed out of the fighting. At least the
mission began that way. However, as the
fighting intensified and more crossfire hit
marine positions, the U.S. expanded its de
finition of self defense. Soon, we fired ar
tillery from both land and navy ships to
support Amin Gemayel's "government"
troops on mountain ridges near marine po
sitions. From that point on, the Lebanese
viewed U.S. marines as just one more tribe
competing for power. Thereafter, they

Trumka Debates
(Continued from page 1)

tion. Trumka dined alone.
In his closing remarks, Trumka argued
in favor of U.S. Senator Robert Byrds (DW.Va .) proposal that an accelerated study
of the causes of acid rain be immediately
undertaken before enacting any sort of legislatiort to cut back coal production.
Trumka retorted that the UMWA has al
ways been a pro-environment labor union,
and distinguished acid rain from other en
vironmental problems because the causes
of acid rain are still largely unknown and
are not solely man-made.
In the vote that followed the debate, the
Union members voted 14-7 to adopt the re
solution that Trumka so vigorously and
effectively defended.

would be treated like any other tribal mil
itia. Once that belief took hold, direct at
tacks on the marines became inevitable.
Notes: (1) In his address to the nation
October 27, President Reagan said, "Justice
will be done" to those responsible for the
attack. Since Lebanon has no functioning
judiciary, does this mean we will send as
sassination teams to murder anyone ac
cused of planning the attack?
(2) The wounded marines were flown to
West Germany (a trip of several hours) in
stead of to hospitals with equiyalent facili
ties in Israel (a trip of 30 minutes). Two
died enroute. Is a tort action possible for
wrongful death, pain and suffering?

Dan Weisman

An Open Letter
Diar Socrates,

You won't believe what law schools have
done to your method of instruction. It is
used to teach sophistry!
To my understanding, the sophists tried
to make good citizens teaching them to
pursue victory instead of truth. Protagorus
seemed to epitimize this approach when he
wrote that "man is the measure of all
things, of what is, that it is; of what is not,
that it is not." In other words there is no
such thing as objective truth.
You were at rivals with the sophists
since you believed that truth — so far as it
was attainable — rather than success in
life or in the law court, to be the right end of
intellectual effort.
I was very interested to find that for you,
goodness or virtue is right action and that
virtues of piety, justice, courage, and tem
perance are merely the names of knowledge
in different circumstances. I would im
agine that this definition of knowledge
must also contain faith for it is by faith that
we search and discover truth.
Today we seem to be reverting to the
beliefs of the sophists. Whereas you be
lieved "to want nothing is divine; to want
as little as possible the nearest," today to
want is economics, to want more, ambition,
and to get more, success. Best selling books
include such titles as Winning Through
Intimidation and Looking Out for #1.
I remember when first studying your
life, I could not understand why you chose
poison hemlock over life in exile. I re
member my instructor explaining that life
outside Athens was not worth living. I
think now that he was wrong. I think that
you chose death because you believed that
life outside virtue was not worth living.

Name Withheld Upon Request

Benton Moot Court
Accompanied by Professor Richard Turkington, a VLS moot court team recently
participated in the Benton Moot Court com
petition in Chicago. Team members Mary
Alice Donner, Kathy Chancier and Mark
Berner received extensive coaching from a
number of faculty members and succ^sfully advanced through the first two
rounds of the competition before being
eliminated.
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Villanova Law School was the scene of a demonstration of sorts last month
by aman identifying himself as Andrew Melechinsky, President of Constitu
tional Revival. Melechinsky's organization decries a broad construction of
the Constitution and views the American legal system as illegitimate. The
lone protestor ignored a threat of arrest by a University security officer,
though he left a short time later without incident.
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A Perspective: Inside Chile
By Tom O'Keefe
September 11, 1973 marked the bloody
and abrupt end of Chile's three year experi
ment with Socialism. It also marked an
interruption that continues until today, of
what was once Latin America's oldest de
mocracy. A country made upalmost wholly
of people of European extraction, Chile had
enjoy^ nearly 150 years of stable, and pro
gressive parliamentary government.
On the 11th of September, some 10 years
ago, the three branches of the Chilean mil
itary and the national police force over
threw the democratically elected
government of Dr. Salvador Allende. In its
place a military junta was set up which
eventually came to be headed by General
Augusto Pinochet. This began a purge that
resulted in the extermination of from
10,000 to 30,000 Chileans simply because of
their political beliefs, and another half mil
lion exiled from their native land. The first
two years of military rule were marked by
massive bonfires of leftist books in the
streets, and midnight visits from DINA,
the dreaded secret police, for voicing one's
political thoughts in public. During this
period the United States, first under the
Nixon administration and then Ford,
looked the other way as the rest of the
world looked on in horror at the events in
Chile. This was not very surprising consid
ering that the Nixon White House, influ
enced by Henry Kissinger, was implicated
in efforts to overthrow the Allende govern
ment.
The reason given by the military junta
for the stringent political repression was to
eliminate the "Communist virus" from the
Fatherland and restore the economy to sta
bility from the shambles it was in before
the coup d'etat. During Allende's last
year in office the inflation rate had reached
an incredible 600 percent, making one
week's paycheck practically worthless by
the following week. In addition there were
constant shortages of basic necessities, ra
tioning, and strikes which, towards theend
of the Allende presidency, daily brought the
country to a standstill. Whether the eco
nomic chaos was the result of the Socialist
government's ineptitude, or CIA destabilization efforts is debatable.The practical ef
fect, however, of the economic problems
resulted in public opinion clamoringfor the
military to step in and restore order. What
no one ever imagined at the time was the
brutality the military would use to consoli
date its rule once in power, or that it would
remain there for so long.
After the first few years of mass political
repression and gross human rights viola
tions, the junta under Pinochet began to
loosen the screws. This was in part the
result of the econimic boom that Chile en
joyed from 1977 until January, 1982. Those
years saw previously unheard of annual
growth rates of over 7 percent which
brought prosperity to all sectors of Chilean
society. The government embarked on ex
tensive housing projects for the poor, fin
ished the Santiago Metro which allowed
the capital's 4 million inhabitants to get
about the city easily, and completed other
needed public work's projects. All this new
found wealth served to gain popular sup
port for the Pinochet regime, and dimin
ished the need for official state repression.
It should come as iw surprise then that the
majority of the Chilean p^ple voted in fa
vour of keeping General Pinochet in power
until 1989, during a plebiscite held in 1980.

Beginning in 1982, however, the bottom
fell out of the economic boom. The first
signs of trouble were the factory shut
downs, and large numbers of individuals
and corporations filing for bankruptcy.
Next came the collapse of some of the coun
try's major banks. Before anyone knew it,
Chile found itself in the middle of a Depres
sion with up to 30 percent of the work force
unemployed, and another 20 percent em
ployed in government make-work projects
for nominal wages.. The culprit was the
Pinochet regime's laissez faire, free
market economic policies. While the world
economy buzzed along at normal speed
there was no problem, but as the global
recession began in late 1981 it sent shock
waves through the fragile Chilean econ
omy that caused it to literally keel over.
Needless to say, the Depression in Chile
has resulted in a complete reversal in popu
lar support for General Pinochet. An opin
ion poll conducted by Gallup and kept
secret from the Chilean public by the go
vernment, shows that only 18 percent of
the people would allow Pinochet to stay in
power until 1989 if another plebiscite were
held today. The mass discontent and disil
lusionment has resulted in wide spread
protests and demands that Pinochet step
down and restore the country to demo
cratic rule. Since last May, the 11th of
every month has witnessed national days
of protest sponsored by the centrist Demo
cratic Alliance and calling for elections
within 18 months. These monthly strikes
and demonstrations in Chile's major cities
have usually ended in violence. Over 30
people were killed by troops called out to
quell the largely peaceful demonstrators in
August. Ironically, the tenth anniversary
of the coup this past September 11th found
Chile in far worse economic straits than
1973, and with much more wide spread op
position to the government in power at the
time.
Pinochet's response to the recent, wide
spread opposition to his continued rule has
so far been negative. He refuses to step
down from power until 1989, citing his
"popular mandate" from the 1980 plebis
cite. He has even gone as far as threatening
to make the first few years following the
1973 coup look like a tea party in compari
son to what he has in store if the strikes
and demonstrations against him continue.
The big question is whether Pinochet
can in fact last until 1989. Though he now
enjoys the unanimous backing from all the
branches of the military, there already are
cracks appearing in his facade of support. A
former member of the junta has gone on
record as suggesting that perhaps the time
has come for the military to return to the
barracks. If General Pinochet is truly inter
ested in the future welfare of his country,
he'd be wise to heed that call. The economic
situation in Chile is not likely to improve
noticeably for some time to come. Iq^the
meantime, Pinochet's continuing refusal to
hold democratic elections can only serve to
make the call for armed struggle more ap
pealing. If elections were held today, it is
highly likely that the centerist Christian
Democratic Party would win. If Pinochet
waits too long though, he may find himself
responsible for plunging the country much
further to the left than that of the demo
cratic, Socialist government of the late Dr.
Allende.
Editor's Note: O'Keefe attended Kinder
garten in Chile, and has returned to the
country for extensive visits since then.

by T. Acky
Greetings, campers! Sorry that I'm so
late in the condolences, but welcome back
to the stockade for what its worth. Well,
you know how time flies ... (as do we all,
but only on Wednesday night when its
dollar-a-bottle for imports, right?).
Busy? Well, aside from spending four
'ours burying' the cat, (wrigglin' about and
howlin', you know). . . (Sorry, the budgie
sketch was on Python last week). . .,your's
truly and friends have been in court. No, I
do not refer to the infamous incident of
Officer Obie and The Fine, but our own
esteemed kangaroo court. How quickly
they forget — poor Mr. Defoe — or the
lousy crook — depending upon which side
you were on. Most of us escaped further
punishment after Humiliation Rounds One
and Two. Just when you thought it was
safe to go back to room 102 . . . But, it was
worth it. Think of the invaluable critique
sessions . . . (okay, so don't think about
them) . . . After all, how many times can
you be informed, publically, that you were
behaving like a crazed tourist trying to outshout a Mexican street paddler? And then
they went on to the criticisms. As Queen
Victoria was fond of saying, "We and our
late husband are not amused."For those of
you who just can't get enough, (of moot
court that is), we're running the first an
nual "I know it when I see it even if I can't
define it" contest. Here's yoiir golden op
portunity to say everything the alum judge
on the far right wouldn't let you say during
oral argument. Tell us, in 25 words or less,
exactly what moot court meant to you.
(The seven words that you can't say on TV
are not allowed). Best answers will be
printed here. The most honest answers
will be bronzed and presented to the Moot
Court Board.
Moving right along ... at this time, the
Docket would like to extend its official wel
come to the first year class: Run, don't walk
— its not too late — repent while you still
can. Seriously, its not that bad. If you ever
doubt yourselves, take a good hard look at

the second and third years. What is it that
separates them from you? Is it good looks?
(we don't beat them off with sticks around
here). . . Social graces? (where else can you
approach any given group at a party and be
guaranteed to hear: "Yep . . . Sure is a hot
one." Ok, so you know that one is out). . .
Intelligence? I wouldn't bet my outlines oh
it. Feel better? Good. Figured it out? Don't
worry, neither have we.
Here's a shocker for all you lower stacks
rats — take a look out the window — Sur
prise! It's fall. Yes, the bleak dreariness of
winter is soon to be upon us again. Break
out your fair isle sweaters! Get your six
layers of shirts ready! Find your duck
shoes! Break out the kelly green corduroys!
It's time once again to start wearing socks
with your docksiders.
For those of you interested in imminent
failure, (how do you spell failure? F-I-N-AL-S), or more correctly, those of you who
have decided to be brave in the face of de
feat; be of good cheer — you are not alone.
23 East, the Main Line's answer to Studio
54, (note I said answer, not serious competi
tion), has advised this reporter of a sub
stantial increase in the number of
VLS-type persons who have become weekly
frequenters. "It's getting to be a serious
problem," said one harassed bouncer.
"They're weird, man, really weird. They
all drift in at midnight. Some of them have
writer's cramp so bad they can barely hold
a beer bottle. They drink and then they try
to dance ..." (At this point, the bouncer
collapsed in hysterics and was taken
away).
Finally, a word from our sponsors: Holi
day time is near! You have only 27 more
shopping days until exams. Don't wait
until it's too late — stock up now on the
pills, carbon monoxide and lengths of rope
for the law student you love. Buy now and
avoid the post-exam depression. (This pub
lic service message has been brought to you
by S.C.O.T.U.S. — dissemenators of fine
opinions nationwide.)
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UNISEX HAIR S T Y L E S

VILLANOVA STUDENT DISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED
773 E. LANCASTER, VILLANOVA

527*2080
Wed. and Thurs. Evenings

Open Men. thru Sat.

IbIBT
QUICK TYPING
imiiirviisft

•85

We're
Your Type

REPORTS - XEROXING
LETTERS - RESUMES
REPETITIVE LETTERS

850 W LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR. PA 19010

527-3844

actual malice
Gourmet Junk Food
SlX-rrTV A. MortTHRRA/i
nvc-BV-nc bcprjom
tio
KiTcHa, CLDCTRICITII' oR
IWOOH mMBinS?!!

WITH

, KCMCMBCK.foUKC ON
ITHC BrnTlRlL MAlHLIIiE
MoWl

3?|liUAJH

ONLY AT

Campus Corner
PIZZA, STEAKS,
HOAGIES & DELI
Speedy Take-Out And
Delivery Service

Phone: 527-3606

Open 'till 1:00 a.m., Sun.-Thurs.,
'till 2:00 a.m., Fri. & Sat.
Located On Edge Of Campus At
Spring Mill & Lancaster
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International Law Scholar Joins Faculty

Murphy's Law Arrives at VLS

Visiting Professor John F. Murphy relaxes in his office during an interview
for The Docket.

Q: Professor, we would like to know a bit
about your academic background. Where
did you go to undergraduate school, and
what did you study?
Murphy: I went to undergraduate school
at Cornell University. While I was there, in
terms of extracurricular activities, I was
primarily involved in sports. I was a foot
ball player, threw the javelin, and was on
the track team. My major was Political
Science, and I took a variety of liberal arts
courses. Actually, I started out as a premed, but found that I didn't particularly
like the hard sciences.
I became interested in going to law school
when I took a Constitutional Law course
taught by Alan WeSton, who has since
gained some fame in the area of privacy.
I attended the Cornell Law School and
went through the required first'year
courses. My interest in International Law
began the summer following my first year
in law school. I had a friend who had
worked as an assistant tour leader, a job
which took him around Russia, Poland and
Czechoslovakia, as well as through West
ern Europe. I was fortunate enough to get
the same job. The tour leader, George
Kneller, who taught at UCLA was a fasci
nating lecturer.
I came back to law school with an en
hanced interest in the international area.
Cornell had a program which offered a law
degree with a specialization in inter
national legal studies. I went through the
program and graduated with the special

trative service officials at three levels of
government; the centre, in New Delhi, the
district, which is a rough equivalent of a
county in a state in the U.S., and the subdi
vision, a local government unit. I was as
signed mostly administrative tasks, except
for when I worked for the judge.
Q: Are the legal materials in India written
in English?
Murphy: There are sixteen different lan
guages and over a thousand dialects in
India, and English is used in the govern
ment as a unifying language. Most of the
legal materials were in English, including
court decisions. As a matter of fact, I wrote
most of the judge's opinions while I clerked
for him.
I also spent two weeks up in the foothills
of the Himalayas going through the Indian
Administrative Service Training School.
This is a competitive service, as most of the
"choice jobs" in India are in government.
Many of the Indians at the school were
extremely capable and had graduate de
grees from institutions abroad such as Har
vard, Oxford and Cambridge.
Q: What is India like?
Murphy: India is truly an exotic country.
It has six major religions and was the birth
place of two of them (Buddism and Hindu
ism). There is an extraordinary diversity of
political and social philosophies, climate
changes, topography, etc., all in a country
about one-third the size of the United
States.
Q: Where did you live while you were
there?
Murphy: I lived as a "Bukka Sahid."

degree. (NOTE — Professor Murphy was
also editor of the law review.]
Q: What did you do directly out of law
school?
Murphy: The year after graduation I went
to India on a Ford Foundation fellowship. I
became aware of the fellowship program
from a notice on the student bulletin board
at school. The program involved ten "fel
lows" who were sent to various African
and Asian countries to work for the host
country's government.
Q: What did you do in India?
Murphy;In India I had assignments at
three different levels of government and in
three different parts of the country. I did a
variety of things. I clerked for a judge, and
worked as an assistant to Indian adminis

These were the days when "Uncle Henry"
or the" Ford Foundation had a lot of money
for international programs. I actually re
ceived more money from a basic stipend in
India than I did the following year working
in a Wall Street law firm.
Q: What did you do when you returned
from India?
Murphy: I interviewed with the Depart
ment of State, and was told that I would
receive an offer as soon as they lifted a
freeze on government employment. In the
interim I worked with a Wall Street firm. I
had only been at the firm for three months
when an offer came from the State Depart
ment. However, it took seven months for
my security clearance to be approved, be
cause I had been in so many countries

By Gina Vogel

abroad.
While at the firm in New York I worked
in the litigation department, and did get a
chance to do some international work, par
ticularly in the areas of antitrust and joint
ventures. But I soon became caught up in
the classic "big case," and this consumed
the rest of my time at the firm.
I then went to Washington to work in the
Department of State in the Office of the
Legal Adviser on U.N. and related-or
ganization matters. This was a good place
to be, because at that time the United
States was a strong supporter of the United
Nations. We worked on a variety of prob
lems spanning the globe. Most of my work
was in Washington , except in the fall of
1965 when I was part of the United States
delegation to the U,N. General Assembly.
At the General Assembly I was part of the
delegation to the Human Rights Commit
tee.
The head of this delegation was William
Rodgers, later Secretary of State. The U.S.
Ambassador to the U.N. was Arthur Gold
berg.
I worked in the Department of State for
about two and a half years. Before I left, I
had some idea that I wanted to go into
teaching. But I also wanted to have some
more private practice. So I went into pri
vate practice in the Washington office of a
very large Chicago firm. There I did a var-

iety of things, some international work, al
though not as much as I would have liked. I
did immigration work, and some setting up
joint ventures abroad. I also worked on for
eign direct investment regulation prob
lems. The United States government was
putting restraints on investment abroad
because of balance of payment concerns. I
worked for about two and one half years at
the Washington firm, and then decided
that I wanted to teach.
Q: Why did you give up private practice to
teach?
Murphy: I wanted to research and write,
to explore subjects that interested me intel
lectually. You cannot do that in practice,
you are just too busy. I also thought that I
would enjoy-teaching and the academic en
vironment of a university, so I started
teaching at the University of Kansas.
Q: Where else have you taught?
Murphy: I taught at Cornell in the fall of
1979, and at the Naval War College in 198081. I also taught at Georgetown in the
summer of 1982.
At the Naval War College they have a
rotating chair of international law. The
program at the War College is at the gradu
ate level for career Navy people, as well as
for members of other military services in
cluding the Army, Air Force, Coast Guard
and Marine Corps. There is also a program
for foreign naval officers. I found the stu
dents to be most impressive.
The teaching position at the College left
me with time to research, and to exchange
ideas with some outstanding people. The
result of my research during that year
was a book entitled The United Nations
and the Control of International Vio
lence: A Legal and Political Analysis.
Q: That book involves some of your work
on terrorism. Could you tell us more about
how you got involved in the study of inter
national terrorism?
Murphy: In the summer of 1973 I was
invited to speak at an international confer
ence on terrorism and political crimes held
in Syracuse, Sicily. That conference was
held in the wake of the 1972 killings of the
Alan Swan of the University of Miami on

Israeli athletes in Munich. In subsequent
years the issue of terrorism became an in
creasingly hot item. I was invited to speak
at other conferences.
In 1975 the American Society of Inter
national Law got a contract from the State
Department, financed by the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Agency, to study legal as
pects of international terrorism. I
co-directed the study, along with the late
Professor of Political Science at Wellesley,
Alona Evans. We put together an inter
disciplinary group to contribute writings
and studies on the subject. The result was
a 1977 report to the Department of State
entitled Legal Aspects of International
Terrorism. In 1978 the report was pub
lished as a book.
The State Department held an interna
tional conference in December, 1978, to
consider the conclusions and recommenda
tions of the study. Anthony Quainton, then
head of the Office for Controlling Terror
ism, who is now the U.S. Ambassador to
Nicaragua, and I chaired the conference. A
report on the conference, Legal Aspects
of International Terrorism: Summary
Report of an International Confer
ence, which I wrote, was published in
1980.
Q: What other areas of international law
are you involved in?
Murphy: I am writing a casebook with

International Business and Economic
Relations, and have written on a variety
of other subjects, including human rights,
the International Energy Program, the
Constitution and the conduct of foreign af
fairs, the Middle East, Southern Africa, ex
port controls and legal education in China,
among others.
Q: What other things do you do now?
Murphy: I serve as a consultant on inter
national terrorism to the State Department
and to the American Bar Association's
standing Committee on Law and National
Security. For the Committee I am doing a
study on the legal dimensions of appre
hending, prosecuting and punishing inter
national terrorists. I also am on the Board
of Review and Development of the Ameri
can Society of International Law, the Board
of Editors of Terrorism: An Interna
tional Journal, and chair the Committee
on International Terrorism of the Interna
tional Law Association, American Branch.
Q: Professor, what do yoy predict about the
role of international lawyers in the near
future?
Murphy: In the past the U.S. has been able
to pursue a somewhat isolationist policy.
However, with the increasing need for a
world wide approach to resolve economic,
political and social problems, this will have
to change. I foresee a substantial need in
the future for international lawyers, espe
cially those trained in the area of compara
tive law.

ATTENTION
Students and Instructors
Professional typist for briefs,
casenotes, comments and
resumes: Reasonable rates and
fast service, possible pick up and
delivery.

Call: 296-2247
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Student Forum

Question: If there had been an American law school on the island of Grenada instead of a medical
school, would President Reagan have sent Marines down to liberate its students?

"Saving American Law students in
Grenada would be meaningless because,
outside of Louisiana, where could they
practice?"
—Steve Kurens, 2-L

Working
by Jackie Shulman
Wilson Goode For Mayor
A nice lead-in for an article geared to
convincing readers to vote for my candi
date. However, I now have it on "goode"
authority that, by the time this issue is
distributed, the Philadelphia Mayorality
race will already be decided. A classically
moot point.
Assuming that the race has been decided,
and Wilson Goode is successful as I believe
he should and will be, there is yet another
message to be shared. Nothing world
.shaking, or terribly innovative, but defi
nitely relevant to law students.
We are preparing to enter a profession
, that, by its very nature will thrust a
number of us into some aspect of the politi
cal arena. Politics is "big business."
Whatever the motivation, be it personal or
through the urging of our future employ
ers, we will find ourselves either support
ing candidates or running for political
office.
Direct involvement in a political cam
paign, even at the lowest level, is the best
clinical experience. It is informative, excit
ing, and meaningful . . . and something I
have been unable to "keep away from" for
more than 25 years.
It's easy to become involved. I first began
working on the Goode campaign last
Spring in reponse to "Lawyers for Goode"
notice on the VLS bulletin board.
Initially, I trained to be part of a group of
lawyers and law students scheduled to
work Election Court, the day of the prim
ary. In every election, there are registered
voters whose names, for one reason or
another, are absent from the voter eligibil
ity list. (These voters may be new resi
dents, may not have voted in the past two

"He would have done it even if it was a
Cuban law school."
—Sara Nichols, 2-L

"As an Argentine, I would like to refrain
from expressing my political views until I
become a citizen."
—John Dillon, 2-L

for the Common Goode
consecutive elections, failed to register in
time, or were removed from the list
through clerical error.) Voters who feel
they have been denied their legal right to
vote incorrectly may appeal this decision to
Election Courts temporarily set up on elec
tion day only throughout the city (usually
in fire houses). Our responsibility would be
to help them with this appeal, regardless of
their party affiliation or candidate prefer
ence.
I never got to work Election Court.
Midnight before the primary, I received a
phone call, asking me to spend the day in a
"hostile" area. Visions of armed warfare.
Not so during an election. "Hostile" is used
to describe an area of the city that was
avowedly in support of Wilson's opposi
tion, Frank Rizzo. Vehemently so. Natu
rally, the same could be said for those areas
of the city where Wilson Goode was the
overwhelming favorite.
In "Hostile areas" it is often difficult, if
not impossible to get campaign workers.
Few people want to voluntarily spend 8 or
10 hours, standing alone at a polling place,
occasionally under verbal attack, at best
offered a passing smile of approval.
Never one to avoid a good fight, and
freshly infused with moral indignation at
the thought that every candidate might not
be represented at every poll, I loaded my car
with campaign paraphernalia, donned my
Goode hat and set out to meet the enemy.
Only there wasn't one.
"Considering all of the surrounding cir
cumstances," I found the people support
ing the other candidates to be equally
committed, and willing to extend a hand in
friendship, if not a vote for my candidate.
Unfortunately, no election would be com
plete without those few individuals who

are unable to comprehend that a free so
ciety extends beyond their own limited defi
nition. Their behavior was so obviously
inappropriate, it was an embarrassment to
us all.
I cannot tell you how many votes, if any, I
did get for Wilson Goode that day. I can tell
you that I heartily endorse the experience. I
know of no other satisfactory way to get
beyond the image created by the media.
Case in point.
That evening at home, as I watched the
election results, I was immediately forced
back into the world of graphs and percen
tages. I heard about the Black Vote and the
White Vote, the Jewish Vote and the Cath
olic Vote. I learned which neighborhoods
went for which candidate and which ones
did not, followed by why. In a fleeting at
tempt to add the personal touch, there was
an occasional glimpse of some obviously
exhausted loyal campaign workers, stand
ing in the center of a mostly empty hall,
waiting to hear if their candidate had won
or lost. The reporting was automated and
contrived, making it too easy to lose touch,
to become cynical, to think that one person
could never make a difference.
In the general election, I spent a day at
the Goode phone bank, speaking to eligible
voters and asking for their support at the
polls. The assignment for election day;
Election Court.
This election is over. I am already look
ing ahead to next year . . . the biggie, the
Presidential election. I don't know yet
whose hat I will be wearingor posters I'll be
nailing. I do know that I'll be out there. . .
somewhere.
Will you?

First Year Diversity! Wide Ranging
by Robyn Goldstein

Did you ever wonder what tyjje of biology
Wendy Greenley taught at the University
of Delaware or about which nights of the
week Frank Friestedt performs at The
Canal View Inn, or about which particular
tort case a former prison counselor likes
best? Well, we at The Docket did, and here
we are to answer those and similar ques
tions as we explore some of the interesting
people who make-up this year's first year of
class of I-L's.

Frank Friestedt

Frank Friestedt is not intimidated by the
microphones in the first year classrooms.
In fact, he is rather fond of hearing his voice
ring-out through a large carpeted room.
Frank is a performer, a singer, guitar
player who performs locally at the Canal
View Inn on Friday and Saturday evenings.
Before coming to the Canal View Inn,
Frank performed his way across the coun
try, played on the cruise-ship Norway, and
recorded with the likes of Genesis great
Phil Collins. So in class, when you hear the
crooner at the microphone, ask him to sing
a few bars.

Wendy Bugher Greenley
A desire to interact more with humans and
less with laboratory equipment brought
microbiologist Wendy Bugher Greenley to

Villanova Law School. Following her ten
ure at the University of Delaware as a lec
turer in microbiology, Wendy came to law
school to augment her scientific knowledge
with a broad based legal understanding.
Together, Wendy hopes these two signifi
cant educations will help her achieve her
most pressing personal goal — to organize
and operate a private animal shelter.-:
Now that makes sense.

Robert Stauffer Jr.

Before entering law school, Robert Stauffer
Jr. held many positions, all related to his
interest in the legal profession. Through
the criminal justice program at Villanova
University, Robert was placed at the Graterford Prison. As a line caseworker, Ro
bert observed that the information we
learn in the first year criminal procedure
class accurately portrays the contempor
ary ideology of the penal system. But, this
ideology is "frequently disregarded" by po
licemen in the field. Therefore, on the crim
inal procedure exam to be held on
December 12 at three o'clock, there are no
wrong answers. Thanks Robert.

Wendy Bell

By way of Australia National University
and Fox Chase Cancer Center, Wendy Bell
comes to Villanova Law School. A medical

sociologist by trade, Wendy has conducted
extensive research on the psycho-social ef
fects of cancer on the patient and his/her
family. A related subject which Wendy
points to as her main reason for coming to
law school is her startling investigation of
informed consent, and the oftentimes
unsatisfactory level of knowledge a patient
actually has about the treatment he/she is
about to receive. The medical field
"kindled" Wendy's interest in the law, and
she hopes that she will ultimately return to
medicine and combine it with her legal
knowledge.

Herbert Abramson
What does an instructor of Archaeology
and Ancient Languages do after he decides
to make a career move? He writes feature
stories and investigative journalistic pieces
while he dabbles with industrial and advo
cacy advertising. Then, he goes to law
school. Just ask Herbert Abramson. Herb
should know because he did all these things
prior to coming to Villanova. Supposedly
people do not change, for when asked
what type of law he wished to practice.
Herb didn't relate it to his instruction days,
le didn't relate it to his writing days, but
mswered, "family law," still another field
)f specialization for this interesting man.

"Ray-gun invaded Grenada instead of
nuking Beirut, as some people kick their
dog when the boss has given them a hard
time. It makes no difference whether or not
the dog is wearing a flea collar."
-M.L. Hahn, 2-L
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HORROR-SCOPE
by Res Ipsa Loquiter
the sensuous advisor
Aries: Approach this month with trepi
dation. You will quickly realize that you are
the only person in your study group to have
not even started work outlining your
courses.
Taurus: You have a great moral di
lemma coming up. Your name is rapidlyapproaching in Dean O'Brien's class but
you would rather see a Grateful Dead con
cert than study. Choose wisely and re
member — Jerry Garcia lives!
Gemini: In pari delicto potior est condi
tio possidentis. Damna in duplo.
Cancer: If you are not careful, the
bouncer at Graterford State Prison will sue
you for moral turpitude and demand full
performance as damages in a court of eq
uity.
Leo: Your 1983 federal income tax re
turn will top the New York Times Best
seller List in fiction. Shortly thereafter, it
will become the subject of a movie, a Broad
way musical, and an MTV video. Your ac
countant will then sue you for part of the
residuals.
Virgo: Ipso jure de tempore cujus contrarium memoria hominum non existit.
Libra: Your life is a tautology from
which you cannot escape.
Scorpio: You will have a confrontation
with the first year professor whose grade
kept you off Law Review. Don't take it per
sonally.
Sagittarius: Remember that drugs are
bad and will not help you pass the Bar.
Instead, get high on life — smoke DNA!
Capricorn: You will spend four weeks
worrying about what the sensuous advisor
sees in the stars for you.
Aquarius: You were born under the
same star as Ronald Reagan. Run for Presi
dent or cover.
Pisces: In the next few days, you will be
required to explain Hadley v. Baxendale
from a Marxist perspective. Be prepared.
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Alumnae Open Doors For Interested Students
By Charles B. Rowland

Over 500 VLS alumnae are willing to wed
law students in the alumnae advising pro
gram, but this year students are being un
usually bashful brides. According to
Administrative Dean (and acting Director
of Alumnae Affairs) Robert Garbarino, the
biggest problem facing the program is the
apparent lack of interest among the stu
dents. Furthermore, if past experience is
any guide, even after signing up many stu
dents will flee the altar and never contact
their alumnae advisor.
The program first appeared during the
1980-81 school year, and according to Dean
Garbarino, it serves two purposes. For the
student who is relatively certain of the loca
tion, size, and type of legal organization he
or she wishes to join, the program offers the
chance to flesh out the student's image and
obsen^e the day to day operations of a law
yer with similar interests. For the student
who is unclear about the type of job he or
she wants after graduation, the pro^am
attempts to pair the student participant
with a general practitioner in the Philadel
phia area. "Our objective is to have a stu
dent matched up with someone either in a
category that they choose ... or in one in
which they might be interested, and then
have them see a typical day in the life of a
lawyer," said Dean Garbarino.
Floating behind the stated purpose of
providing glorified field trips to law stu
dents is the real selling point of the pro
gram: job opportunities. Dean Garbarino
emphasized that students involved in the
program should not expect that a summer
or full time job will develop from the pro
gram. Ideally, however, the alumnae ad
visor can point the student toward op
portunities in a particular field or locale.
The first step in the program was taken

Dean Garbarino addresses correspondence to alumnae sponsors.
early in the summer when a letter was sent
to all 3500 VLS alumnae informing them of
the program and requesting that those in
terested in participating provide data con
cerning the location,size, and locale of their
practice. This year over 500 alumnae have
responded, representing a diverse group.
"It is a cross section of practitioners, rang
ing from recent graduates to senior
partners, from solo practitioners to corpo
rate executives," said Dean Garbarino.
These mail-order brides were then paired
with students with corresponding inter
ests, based on responses from letters sent
to all VLS students at the end of the
summer. After being matched it becomes

the student's responsibility to contact the
alumnus. It is at this point that the pro
gram has encountered difficulties. In the
past students have reported being unable
to reach their adviser. "I think there has
been a problem with students not under
standing the practice of law, said Dean Gar
barino. "I think some of them get
frustrated when they call and have great
difficulty reaching the lawyer." He noted
that lawyers, particularly trial attorneys,
are so busy that even their clients complain
of having difficulty reaching them. Stu
dents should not view communication
problems as alumnae disinterest, noted
Dean Garbarino, but rather as an inevita
ble attribute'of a successful practice.

Dean Garbarino suggested that students
, having difficulty reaching their advisor
'write a letter suggesting times and dates
for a meeting. Attorneys often respond bet
ter to such written inquiries. Apparently
the only complaint voiced by the alumnae
advisers has been that they have not been
contacted by their advisees. It has been sug
gested that the school allow students to
telephone their advisors on a school phone,
given the expense and limited availability
of pay phones. However, the VLS telephone
lines and operator could not handle the ad
ditional load, according to Dean Garbarino.
Students who have participated in the
program generally report that the expe
rience was valuable. At one extreme, some
students report being included in all of the
activities of their advisor for a given day,
including lunch provided by the attorney,
depositions, and court appearances. For
other students the advisor may only have
time for a meeting during the day. Dean
Garbarino emphasized that the advisoradvisee relationship should last through
out a student's tenure at VLS.
Besides communication problems, the
only complaint apparently voiced by stu
dents is that their interests did not match
those of their advisors. Apparently not all
student preferences could be met and the
alumnae office had to match advisors and
advisees based on second and third prefer
ences.
Dean Garbarino expressed concern that
an unusually small number of students
have signed up thus far for this year's pro
gram. Since many first meetings are not
arranged until the holiday break, he urged
students who either have not signed up or
who have been unsuccessful in reaching
their advisor to become or remain involved
in the program.

Barratry And Champerty: Counsellors Compete
by Barb Dively

Sign-ups begin at the end of this semes
ter for the third annual intraschool Client
Counselling Competition (CCC) at VLS;
Sponsored by the SBA, the winning team
will represent VLS in the national competi' tion sponsored by the American Bar Association. This year's ABA and VLS
competitions concern landlord/tenant
problems. ABA regional competition will be
on March 2-4 and finals are in Ohio on
March 30-31.
Developed in response to the concerns of
practicing lawyers, this competition fo
cuses on a student's ability to maintain
professional rapport while helping a client
reveal the important facts behind his prob
lem. In addition, the student must advise
the client on the alternatives and a recom
mended course of action. For example, the
student might suggest a phone call, a letter,
a settlement, or a law suit. The role of the
client will be played by a fellow student and
all competitors on the same night will have
the same client.
Each pair of participants will receive a
legal secretary's memo announcing an ap
pointment with a client concerning a land
lord/tenant situation. The participants can
spend up to four hours preparing for the
client's interview. Two hours might be
used on the suggested readings, about an
hour could be spent watching videotapes,
and the remaining hour would be spent in
conference together. Tapes include mate
rial from the ABA plus a VLS tape of the
final competition here last year. According
to Natalie Ramsey, SBA co-coordinator for
CCC, these preparations are particularly
helpful if you have not had trial practice or
the counselling course.
Natalie, a participant and a host last
year, emphasizes the relaxed and educa
tional nature of the competition. After
every client interview, well-experienced
alurnni practitioners provide an extremely
thorough but friendly critique that is per
sonalized around each student's interview
style.
Becaue counselling skills are so vital to a
lawyer's practice. Dean Garbarino urges
every student to participate each year in
the CCC. He said for years, law schools
taught a variety of skills other than the one
lawyers use every day — namely, meeting
with and giving advice toclients. Dean Gar
barino, who acts as advisor for the competi
tion and also teaches the counselling
course, regrets that only 15 students can be

accepted into this oversubscribed course
each year. He notes that Moot Court and
the Reimel Competition prepare students,
for Appellate Court, and Trial Practice pre
pares students for trial court — both very
important. Ninety percent of a lawyer's
work, however, is done out of court
through interviewing and counselling. In
real life, a lawyer may have only thirty
minutes to establish a lasting relationship
with each new client.
What are the benefits of gopd counselling
and interviewing skills? Dean Garbarino
and Professor Collins list several. First, a
lawyer will be more likely to discover all
the critical facts when interviewing clients
(or witnesses). Second, he will more easily
understand what his client really wants.
Third, the probable result will be a lawy
er's best advertisement, client satisfaction.
Fourth, his clients are more likely to return
for additional help. Lastly, good interview
ing and counselling skills will help a lawyer
manage his time more efficiently for the
benefit of his clients, his practice, and him
self.
Competition at VLS takes place in a
mock law office with oneway glass and
videotape equipment. Part of the funding
for these facilities was a gift from Louis M.
Brown, a west coast lawyer and Emeritus
professor at the University of Southern
California Law Center. Professor Brown
was the founder of the ABA competition
and is a national leader in encouraging law
schools to develop practical skills. His in
terest is a reflection of the tremendous
swell of support from practicing lawyers
for the integration of skills courses with
traditional courses.
According to Professor Collins, only 3 to
5% of all potential litigation reaches the
courtroom. The remaining matters are
handled by person to person contact. Such
contact is absent from a law student's
three year preparation unless skills
courses or experience are affirmatively
pursued. For these reasons. Professor Col
lins feels that students should participate
in CCC every year. He maintains students
have nothing to lose and everything to gain
by having lawyers and judges help them
develop their potential in the major skill
required by their chosen career.
Professor Collins' interest in practical
skills led him to develop our VLS Interview
ing and Counselling Course three years
ago. He taught the first class and also set up
our first Client Counselling Competition

Last year's Client Counseling Competition Winners receive congratulations
from final round judge, Richard Trumka, VLS '74.
that year. He was aided by the enthusiasm
of a VLS founder. Professor O'Toole, who
was visiting from Suffolk University Law
School. Previously, Professor Collins deve
loped our trial practice program which has
now expanded from one to six sections.
Dean Garbarino is hoping that our Inter

viewing and Counselling Course will un
dergo the same expansion. In the
meantime, both men urge everyone to gain
counselling skills through competition. For
more details, see Natalie Ramsey or Andy
Worthington, SBA co-ordinators for the
1984 CCC. .

For All Sorts of
GOOD
THINGS
To Go
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Red Mass Sermon

John Cardinal Krol Prays for Peace
Editor's Note: The Docket gratefully ac
knowledges the permission granted by the of
fice of His Eminence, John Cardinal Krol to
publish the Cardinal's Red Mass sermon in
its entirety.
"Et erit opus iustitiae pax,et cultus iustitiae silentium et securitas."
"Justice will bring about peace; right will
produce calm and security" (Isaiah 32:17).
Brothers and Sisters in the Lord:
I am grateful for the kind invitation to
lead you in prayer to God our Creator and
Judge, for guidance and strength during the
coming court term. I appreciate your sug
gestion to speak about peace as the work of
justice.
The yearning for peace characterizes the
whole history of humanity. Yet from the
earliest recorded times, people knew that
the fury of war — defying all desire for
peace — ever and again prevailed.
Today, we Hive in a paradoxical situa
tion. On the one hand, the longing for peace
spreads increasingly throughout human• ity. On the other hand, the stockpiled wea
pons have the destructive force equivalent
to some three or four tons of dynamite for
every human being on earth. We are told
that the intercontinental ballistic missiles,
traveling at speeds of 15,000 to 20,000 miles
an hour, can travel the distance between
the USSR and the USA in less than one half
hour, with an accuracy of 100 yards. The
projected MX missiles would carry ten in
dependently targeted warheads, each car
rying the destructive force of 300 kilotons.
The Hiroshima-Nagasaki bombs had the
explosive nuclear energy of 10-20 kilotons.
This stockpiling arouses in many people
a paralyzing fear of war, and elicits uncon
ditional emotional pacificism. Yet a sober
evaluation of the situation provides
grounds for anxiety that humanity may
move from the grave crisis of today, "to
that dismal hour when the only peace it
will experience will be the dread peace of
death" (Vat. II CMW. 82).
Relatively few people are directly in
volved in policy decisions promoting inter
national disarmament and world peace.
However, since ours is a government of, by
and for the people, all of us in some mea
sure, can inform the people and alert them
to the risks and dangers of the arms race
afiffTjf^nuclear war. All of us can help to
inform and mould public opinion. It is pub
lic opinion that influences public officials,
and through them ultimately influences
public policy.
Within the past year, the American Bi
shops issued a pastoral letter in which they
articulated the religious and moral princi
ples to the build up and use of conventional
and nuclear weapons of massive destruc
tion. They applied age old principles to
modern weaponry of mass destruction —
weapons which exceed the limits of legiti
mate self defense, branded the use of
weapons which massively destroy inno
cent non-combatants as a crime against
God and man. The Bishops sought to in
form and mould public opinion, with the
hope that an informed public would influ
ence public policy.
Each of us can and should inform and
mould public .opinion in an effort to pro
mote peace. Additionally, each of us, ac
cording to our ability, should strive to
implement God's blueprint for peace by
promoting justice. This applies especially
to jurists, who by training and by their
profession make a commitment to be pro
moters of justice.
From ancient times, there has been a sec
ular and a biblical concept of justice. The
secular concept viewed justice in a sense of
a "tit for tat" — centered on the idea of
restoring equality — which Ulpian and the
Roman jurists defined as "that which gives
to each man his due." It was this virtue
which the early Christian Fathers later
classified with prudence, temperance and
fortitude as a "cardinal" virtue.
Side by side with this secular concept
was the biblical concept of justice, meaning
"righteousness" or the possession of all the
virtues. It involved a dual relationship of
man with God and with his fellowmen. In
this sense, Joseph was called a just man.
The biblical concept envisaged justice as
something attainable only In a theological
context — through obedience to divinely
revealed law. In the secular concept, justice
was realized in the socio-political context
— through obedience to the law of the state.
The secular concept of justice led to the
enshrinement of the state and its laws as
something absolute. It led to a separation of
legality and morality. According to the pol

itical and legal philosophy of the Puritan
Hobbes (1588-1679), social order depended
on force and fear — or clubs are trumps.
Lock's idea of social contract developed and
popularized by Rosseau, adopted the rule of
the majority as an absolute. Hegel wrote:
"The state is the ultimate end which has
absolute rights against the individual."
Hitler took up these ideas, claiming that
anything is justified when it is " an act of
self-defense of the state." He explained "If I
can send the flower of the German nation
into the hell of war without the smallest
pity for the spilling of precious blood, then
surely I have the right to remove millions of
an inferior race that breeds like vermin."
Recently we read of the application of
this principle of juridic positivism in the
destruction of an unarmed Korean airplane
by the Soviets. This attack on a foreign
airplane was not an isolated incident. It
was in fact the28th attack of the Soviets on
foreign commercial and military planes
since 1950.
The secular concept of justice in its de
velopment ignored the divine and the natu
ral law tradition, and in the process
substituted class hatred for love of neigh
bor.
The biblical concept of justice is evinced
in the Old Testament through the
Prophets, Isaiah and Hosea, Amos, Micah
and Jeremiah. Through these prophets God
tells Israel that He is weary of their burnt
offerings; He considers incense an abomi
nation; He does not want rivers of oil, thou
sands of rams, even their first-born. He
wants only two things: their steadfast love
and that they execute justice.
He insists: "You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, soul, and
strength" (Deut. 6:5). Also, "You shall love
your neighbor as yourself" (Lev. 19:18).
This insistence on love is understandable.
The justice God asked of Israel was not
an ethical construct. It meant more than
giving to each what is due to each — what
each person has a strict right to demand.
The justice demanded by God was a whole
web of relationships which stemmed from
Israel's covenant with God. The Israeli^s
were to father the orphan, feed the traveler;
treat others as God had treated them. Jus
tice for the Jew was not a question simply of
human deserving, of human law. The Jews
were to give to others what they had been
given by God. Their justice was to image
the justice of God, not the justice of man.
For Israel, the practice of justice was an
expression and a demand of steadfast love,
— God's love and their own love. Failure to
execute justice was a failure to worship
God.
It is in this sense that Isaiah was able to
say "That justice will bring about peace,
and the exercise of justice will produce
calm and security."
It is this tradition of justice that sparked
the ministry of Jesus. He reduced the whole
law and teaching to the twin command
ment of love of God and love of neighbor.
But He also added a new dimension to the
commandment of love of neighbor. He said:
"I give you a new commandment: Love one
another, such as my love has been for you,
so must your love be for one another. This
is how all will know you for My disciples,
your love for one another" Qn. 13:34). We
must not only love our neighbor as we love
ourselves, but as Christ loved us — Christ
who laid down His life for us. He added that
we must love our enemies and do good to
those who hate and maltreat us.
It is this type of love which insures a
justice which promotes a social order in
which peace prevails. Such love produces a
"peace which the world cannot give." Our
Lord said: "Not as the world gives, do I give
peace."
Pope John XXIII in his encyclical "Pacem
In Terris" explains this concept of peace.
He wrote: "Peace on earth can be firmly
established only if the order laid down by
God is dutifully observed." This order is by
nature a moral order. It is grounded in
truth. It functions according to the norms
oi justice. It is inspired and perfected by
mutual love, and is brought together in an
ever more refined and human balance in
full freedom.
Sovereignty of God and dignity of the
human person are at the heart of the
Church's teaching of War and Peace. The
taking of innocent life is the prerogative
only of the God Who is the Creator. To
defend the dignity of human life is both the
motive force of peace and the just cause of
war.
Peace is indeed possible, but as PopeJohn
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Mrs. Carroll discusses the finer points of the Cardinal's Sermon at the
reception which followed the Mass.
Paul II said in his 1982 World Day oif Peace
Message: "In this world a totally and per
manently peaceful human society is unfor
tunately a Utopia, and ideologies that hold
up that prospect as easily attainable are
based on hopes that cannot be realized,
whatever the reason behind them."
The absense of peace originates in sin: —
enmity toward God, and neighbor; unrest
in our own hearts, conflicts in the family,
with neighbors, between groups and
classes, between nations and races. But the
fuse is lit in the individual's own God-less
heart by sin.
We can all individually contribute to
peace by observing the moral order laid
down by God. We can do so by our commit
ment to truth, justice, mutual love in free
dom. In this Jubilee or Holy Year of our
Lord's Redemption, we are invited to open
our hearts to Christ our Redeemer; to His
teachings; to His twin commandments of
love. We must strive for conversion and
reconciliation in our individual areas of in
terest and competence. We must remove
sin from our own lives, and seek reconcilia
tion with God and our neighbors. In the
exercise of justice, we must not only give
our neighbor what is due to him — what he
can claim as his rights, but we must deal
with him and treat him as God treated us.
God has given us life, health, intelli
gence, various talents. We have so much to
be grateful for. As jurists, you should ap
preciate that love without law is power
without direction, and law without love is
machinery without motion, and that with
out the oil of the spirit of God's truth there
is neither power nor motion.
Each of us can contribute through the
exercise of justice to a social order in which
peace will prevail. In modern times, the
idea of peace has been divorced by some
from its religious foundations. The idea of a
secular "salvation and worldly redemp

tion" that is a final state of peace and happi
ness for human society began to fascinate
the masses. The expectation of a secular
"eternal peace" was to be effected by a
world revolution which would magically
abolish all evil, misery, class conflicts and
wars. Regrettably, the promise of paradise,
of human divinity, and of a final state of
"everlasting peace" are like a horizon,
which recedes as one approaches it. In fact,
such ideas of a peace divorced from reli
gious foundations are a major cause of the
arms race madness,and of the growing risk
of nuclear war.
I close these reflections with the prayer:
"Father in heaven, the perfection of jus
tice is found in Your love, and all mankind
is in need of Your law. Help us to find this
love in each other, that justice may be at
tained through obedience to Your law, We
ask this through Christ our Lord."
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OFF THE RIM
The sports staff has just learned that the
team of McKeown/Taylor has challenged
The professors here have never really
any team that beats them to a Tag Team
appreciated my inate (no, that is not a typo Fijian-Strap-Match in the steel cage.
that was supposed to read "inane") intelli
The tireless (he drives on his rims) ef
gence. Abdul's first clue came in late June forts of Steve Nitkiewicz, the Softball Czar,
have paid off magnificently as the pagentry
of last year when the first year grades came
out. The Dean said ol' Abdul was the only and spectacle of the VLS fall classic unfolds
at Railroad Avenue on the Polo Field. The
student (and I use that term loosely) to ever
Demurrers are hot on the trail of another
advance into the second year with a g.p.a.
championship (Abdul heard the chants of
of under 1.00. The Dean went on at great
"Fresh Meat, Fresh Meat" as the De
length to explain his grave doubts at its'
murrers checked the schedule board for the
ever happening again. Abdul is sure that
next game). Led by Phil "I pity the fool that
the Polaroids he took during the VLS field
has to argue my moot court problem" Colictrip to 12th and Locust has absolutely no
chio and Gordon "Sultan of Sweat" Coothing to do with that decision. Aiter all,
ney, the Demurrers laid waste to an
who would pay to see pictures of Abdul and
faculty members, here to be unnamed, . over-confident F.D.R. and his Court
Packers. In a post game ceremony at Elan,
wrestling in a pit of soft yogurt.
the Court Packers voted "Mad" Emil Gior
But, all that is in the past. Abdul has
dano and Steve "Mr. October" Fiensteinas
come to the most painful of realizations:
the Most Valuable Packers. The early elim
Abdul and VLS mix like Warren and Rehnination of the Bortnix and the International
quist. Abdul can't wear boatshoes, even
Tort Feasors has made Abdul's Feerless
Above: "Leave me alone, I found this Decedent's outline first!"
with socks. Abdul can't afford animal bear
Forecast a bit easier: the Demurrers will
Below: Greg Gifford demonstrates his method of clearing a party out early.
ing shirts or Member's Only jackets. As a
repeat and leave VLS with three consecu
the entire game. It was in the second inning
matter of fact, Abdul is so broke he can't
Steve Valdivia, director of the county's
tive titles. This does not mean that they get
with a 2-0 count on Joe Morgan. The rest of
even pay attention.
Community Youth Gangs Services Project,
to keep the trophy! However, in the case of
the game McGregor threw only fastballs
doubted the truce could be accomplished,
such an event, hotels have been booked and
There is nothing anyone can say or do;
and change-ups. Orioles righthander Mike
"Whether it will be a sustained effort is
preparations made at Cooperstown to per
Abdul has made up his mind. And let me
Boddiker, with five regular season shu
highly questionable, knowing the mental
manently retire the Demurrers team name
tell you, there is nothing more dangerous
touts, is the first rookie to lead either major
ity
of
that
element.
There's
too
much
bad
(Something, I might add, that was man
than an Irish Muslim with a mind, much
league in that category since Hod Linsbee
blood out there. Too many bodies have gone
dated by the Federal rules a long time ago.)
less a mind that is made up. Abdul is leav
with the 1927 Senators. By the end of last
down," Boy, Abdul loves to see Adam
In "spite of the newly adopted "Rifkin
ing the high pressure of "Big Time" law at
season, sportswriters all across the coun
Smith's theories from the reverse angle.
Rule," the Legal Eagles have once again
VLS and returning to the backwaters of his
try were coming to refer to the Philadelphia
There is nothing like a good whipping
jumped out to a winning record in the un
youth. Abdul has come agonizingly to the
Phillies as, "the travelling road show for
to bring out the best in high school foot
dergraduate flag football league. The Ea
realization that he wants to be near family, gles are the only VLS entry left in the
the CiDoperstown Hall of Fame."
ball coaches. In the southeastern Indiana
friends, church and an uninterrupted
So what is the U.S. Navy going todo with
high school football game, Batesville
league after the sudden demise of Ameri
supply of work enhancing substances.
the 57,600 softballs that they have ordered
beat North Decatur by the score of
ca's Cups. An injury to Tom "the Claw"
Abdul has been accepted and will enroll at
for the coming year? That is the question
115-0. Marv Merrick, coach of the van
Giblin has thrust the quarterbacking re
East Key West School of Remedial Law
asked by Rep. Norman Dicks (D-Wash.).
sponsibilities to Jamie "Dimples" DiVergi- quished North Decatur squad, moaned,
which is affiliated with the Bartenders
Dicks figured that with 4,800 dozen soft"The guy just ran up the scores on us. My
lio. The offensive show features the
Academy for Dis-barred Attorneys from
balls, if all the Navy officers and enlisted
kids were humiliated. He could've scored
slashing running of Mike "Which Way"
Semi-accredited Schools (BADASS). They
men chose up sides and all played at once,
200 points and it wouldn't have made any
Muscatello along with the pass catching of
have guaranteed a full year's credit even
there would be enough softballs to accomo
Mike "Skywalker" Pansini. The men in the difference. I felt like waving a white
though Abdul, due to parol restrictions,
date all their games and still have an extra
towel." While Batesville gained 626 yards
trenches of the offensive line include Paul
will not be able to show up until almost
ball for each game. Dicks went on to say,
"the ImmovableForce" Lawrence and Tom on 56 plays, North Decatur's total offense
January. Unfortunately, Abdul will be car
"Perhaps the Navy should not schedule it's
"Off-Sides" Thornton.Abdul has no choice was minus 56 yards. They could have
rying a "killer" (how's that for beachSoftball games onboard aircraft carriers
mailed that game in. Merrick went on to
but to support the Legal Eagles because
speak) course load. Some of the required
where it is difficult to retrieve home-run
they threatened to hold a sit-in on the complain about the Batesville coach, Jeff
courses, from Column A, are Legal Misballs."
Scalf, "If I were him I would've backed off
sports staff if I do otherwise.
Profession, Animals and You, Constitu
KEYNOTES; Jim Palmer on Earl Weaver
when the score was 50-0. I talked to him
Mark Spitz, winner of seven Olympic
tional Rights of Columbian Cocaine
becoming manager of the hated New York
gold medals, has never been known for his after the game and told him that he was a
Smugglers (visiting professor will be John
Yankees, "As soon as someone tells him
fine coach, but he didn't have control of his
magnanimity. Spitz was quoted, while at
DeLorean, on his way to South America):
that he will look taller in pinstripes, he will
players." Scales replied that he had used
the National Sports Festival to do color
Dummy Corporations (no, that is not Cor commentary for ABC, as saying that the
sign the contract ..." Of the 355 players
plenty of substitutes in the game and,
porations for Idiots): Paralegal Fondling Festival is "a joke" and "an exercise in
selected in the NFL's 1983^raft^Li2 made
"How can you tell your reserves not to
and Harrassment: and Decadence: Trust
the 49-man rosters and 37 won starting
futility." They're not producing Olympi score. I don't believe irt fallingon the ball, or
Inducing and Succeeding.
assignments . . . Fireman of the Year, Dan
ans here, it's just a great big get-together." punting on first down."
In other high school action: Abdul knows 'Quisenberry really was indispensible to
When asked whether he would have com
From the desks of Irish Abdul and K.K.
the Kansas City Royals; in games where
that
you are all dying to get more high
peted,
"Not
unless
I
got
paid."
Would
he
go
the Mad Armenian, comes the bi^est craze
Quisenberry
did not get a win, loss or save
the Pan American Games? "I don't feel like school football news. After all, Abdul has
to swing down the Main Line since Nehru
the Royals were 29-80. . .Wide receiver for
"All
The
Right
Moves."
During
an
Arkan
going
to
some
fleabag
country
with
sub
jackets. We don't have a jingle but, every
the Chicago Bears and World Class sprint
standard facilities." The interviewer, Mike sas high school game between Russelville
body's doin' it why don't you do it too? It's
er, Willie Gault, had some advice for the
and
Conway
came
the
play
of
a
lifetime.
Downey
of
the
Detroit
Free
Press,
called Off Court Betting (O.C.B.) Reimels:
NFL defensive backs who will try to intim
With three minutes left and the score tied
reacted to Spitz's statement that he had
Round 11. Produced by Don King and edited
idate him in this, his rookie year: "They
14-14,
Coach
Don
Carnahan
noticed
that
been
misquoted,
by
saying,
"He
was
just
by Larry Flynt, the betting is sanctioned by
better talk fast if they have something to
his Russelville defensive unit had only 10
trying to save his skin with ABC and the
the Moot Court Board Athletic Commis
say. I don't stand around in one place
men
on
the
field.
As
he
looked
down
the
Olympic
Committee.
He's
a
hollow,
shal
sion. OCB will begin on the night before the
very long" . . . Rick Chitwood, 6-3, 250low man. In fact, h e's going to compete in bench he spotted the malingerer and yelled,
first argument. The odds will begin as set
pound center for Ball State has a 3.85
"Perkins, Perkins where are you!" Carna
the 1984 Olympics — as a canoe."
below, but will then vary according to
g.p.a. but finds that football can tax
Perkins
jumped
up
off
the
bench
han
said
The
Philadelphia
76ers,
being
the
world
wagers placed. Final odds will be posted
his mental process. In one game he was
champions, had the last selection in the when he realized what had happened and
one hour before the judges are scheduled to
called upon to play all five positions
made
a
beeline
straight
for
the
Conway
NBA
1983
draft.
They
chose
Dr.
Norman
arrive and the betting carrels will close 10
in the Cardinal offensive line. "Tough
Horvitz, 49, 510", 210 lbs., a guard out of quarterback. Perkins made a saving tackle
minutes before the petitioner's opening
est part," said Chitwood, "was knowing
which
helped
the
preserve
the
14-14
tie.
Philadelphia
Pharmacy.
When
contacted,
statement. Bettors will be allowed to play
where to stand in the huddle." ... On
Horvitz said, "I was very disappointed I Needless to say, the officials missed the
either the "win" (1st place) or "place" (2nd
the heels of much criticism from last year,
play
and
the
call
wasn't
picked
sooner.
If
I
don't
get
a
no-cut
place) categories. The feature attraction is
the United States Football League has
Weight problems seem to be everywhere
contract, I'm going to Italy." Horvitz is an
of course the famous Garey Hall Daily Dou
hired Pac-10 officials to work the 1984
in
sport
today.
From
contract
incentives
to
friend
of
Sixer
owner
Harold
Katz,
so
old
ble. Anyone who picks the winners of both
cut-clauses, sports management has had to games . . . Jerry Rice of Mississippi Valley
when the last pick in the draft came, Katz
nightly competitions will win double his
set an NCAA record for pass receptions in
"
take the forefront in keeping the players in
chose
Horvitz.
"We
used
to
play
at
the
wager. There will be no Exacta or Trifecta
one game this year when he grabbed 24 in
Schvitz," related Horvitz. It was at the shape. Houston Oilers General Manager
betting due to the rules of the Radnor Rac
his team's 31-28 loss to Southern Univer
Ladd
Herzeg
j
ust
sighs
when
he
talks
about
schvitz,
a
kosher
health
club,
that
Horvitz
ing Committee. If you win more than $600
sity
in Itta Bena, Miss. . . . One of the top
learned his self-acclaimed defensive wi: Angelb Fields, 330-pound offensive line
on a single ticket (minimum wager is $3.00)
high school pivotmen in the nation, Eugene
man
from
Michigan
State,
a
2nd
round
pick
zardy,
"Like,
if
you
tried
to
go
around
me,
you are required by the IRS and Guido MerMiles of Boston, has narrowed the field of
I'd smash your head in." Horvitz went on to who is no longer in pro football. "The
cadi to fill out a claim form indicating your
schools he is interested in attending down
coaches
thought
he'd
turn
out
to
be
All-Pro,
say,
"I
got
a
letter
from
Pat
Williams
say
home address, when you will not be there,
to Villanova, Marquette and Cleveland
ing when rookie camp was and that I but all he turned out to be was Alland your social security number. Guido as
State (?) ... University of Southern Colo
Cafeteria."
should
stay
in
peak
condition
.
So
I'm
stay
sures us that you will also feel very gener
rado football coach Mike Friedman re
A few final World Series notes from the
ing in peak condition. I only had one hoagie
ous when you pick up your winnings and
signed after being accused of doctoring
Abdul
Diaries.
This
year,
the
Phillies
made
for
lunch."
return 20% to your favorite bookie or S.B.A.
game films(?) exchanged with another,
The ever expanding field of cooperative 89 personnel moves. (Though Abdul doubts
member (same difference).
Rocky Mountain Conference university. . .
enterprise
has
reached
a
new
high,
or
per
that
even
this
lofty
figure
dethroned
the
Without much (further) ado about no
Mark Gastineau poignantly addressed the
haps
"low"
would
be
more
appropriate.
Ac
perrenial
champs
of
personnel
moves:
the
thing, here are the opening odds for Rei
issue the other day when he said, "I'm not
cording
to
police
department
sources,
the
New
York
Yankees.)
Of
the
25
players
on
mels: Round n.
as big an ass as everyone said, am I?" .. .
more than 400 street gangs in the Los An the Orioles roster, 11 came up through the
Former NBA forward Ollie Johnson has ac
geles area are in the planning stages of an Baltimore farm system, two were signed as
cepted the job as head coach of the HaverOlympic cease-fire so they can roam into free agents and 12 were acquired through
Fallon/Fellig; White/Waldt
ford College hoops squad . . . Former
rival territory and prey on tourists. "War trades. Eight of those twelve players have
Gallagher/Porter: Rockafellow/Shisler
Celtics player and coach Bill Russell lost
ring factions are sitting down and talking been with the Orioles from four to nine
11:1
his analyst job on CBS to former teammate
about suspending operations during the seasons. And only five of the 18 players
and Celtics coach Tom Heinsohn. Russell
Games," said Lt. Chuck Bradley of the Los traded for those 12 are still in the major
Guenin/Pillon; McKeown/Taylor
and Heinsohn were rookies together in
Angeles County Sheriffs Department. leagues. Oriole catcher, and World Series
Mennies/Nice
15:1
1956 and Heinsohn replaced Russell as Cel
"What the Olympics is about to them is MVP, Rick Dempsey has a very unusual
tics coach after the 19^-69 season. . . Earl
money, and their attitude is that they are relationship with his pitchers. Dempsey
Redd/Nissenbaum; Feldman/Ferrant
Weaver, former Baltimore Oriole manager
Haney/Barlow: FlickA^aughan
16:1 going to go out and take what they can get.'' calls very few of the pitches that they
who did color commentary during the
Cooperating gangs, Bradley said, will not throw, he leaves the selection up to his
World Series for ABC on Rick Dempsey's
show their gang colors or signs and will not Baltimore batterymates. Even to the extent
Smith/Stack: Silbertrust/Aaron
being
named the Series' MVP, "Dempsey's
challenge
rivals
in
their
territory
during
Petri/Renz: Enngler/Goldstein
that, during the 5th game of the series,
ability will never continue to amaze me."
17:1
the Olympic period of July 28 to August 12. Scotty McGregor threw only onecurve-ball
Connor/Dougherty

by Sean Abdul O'Grady

